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In order to recover the holographic object information, a method based on the recording of two digital holograms,
not only at different planes but also in a slightly off-axis scheme, is presented. By introducing a π-phase shift in the
reference wave, the zero-order diffracted term and the twin image are removed in the frequency domain during the
processing of the recorded holograms. We show that the zero-order elimination by the phase-shifted holograms is
better than working with weak-order beam and average intensity removal methods. For recording experimentally
two π-shifted holograms at different planes slightly off-axis, a single cube beam splitter is used. Computer
simulations and experimental results, carried out to validate our proposal, show a high accuracy of π∕14 that
can be comparable with phase-shifting digital holography. For high fringe spacing, our proposal could be applied
in electron holography, avoiding high voltage in a biprism. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis in the transmission and the optical thickness of an
object in a short period of time is crucial in many fields of
imaging research. In addition, a non-invasive method is desired
to perform the test. For phase images with sub-wavelength
accuracy along the axial direction, digital holography (DH) has
become a novel tool in the study of samples that mainly yield
quantitative information of the transmitted-or-reflected wave-
front through three-dimensional (3D) objects. This non-
invasive method is based on the acquisition of an hologram
formed by an object wave that interferes with a reference wave
[1,2]. The complex amplitude of the object is recovered when
the hologram is re-illuminated by a digital replica of the refer-
ence wave, which allows us to have quantitative measurements
of phase and amplitude images of the specimen [3]. Due to the
availability of the modern high-resolution image sensors, DH is
applied on diverse fields of knowledge, where fine phase mea-
surement is required. Some of those applications include the
analysis and characterization of micro-electromechanical (MEM)

and micro-opto-electromechanical systems (MOEMs) [4–7], the
study of biological samples [8–11], and the measurement of
capillarity waves in micro-fluids [12], where the reconstruction
distance, a unique characteristic of DH, plays an important role.
However, when the hologram is recorded, a potentially dis-
turbing “twin image” and a non-diffracted (DC term) of the
object wave appear in addition to the original object.

In DH, a digital hologram can be obtained from either
off-axis [10,13,14] or on-line [15] optical configurations; the
difference lies in the interference angle between a reference
wave and the object wave. In an off-axis configuration, the in-
terference angle is within a particular range of a few degrees,
defined by the resolution of the CCD [16]. The reconstruction
of this hologram results in the real image separated from the
undiffracted part of the reconstruction wave (or DC term)
and the so-called “twin image” (or virtual image). To eliminate
the DC term and the virtual image, a filtering frequency
method is applied. As a result, the wavefront of the object is
recovered [17]. Because a single hologram is enough for
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numerical reconstruction of the object wavefront, this configu-
ration is suitable in the image acquisition of dynamic processes.
However, because of the interference angle, this configuration
does not make efficient use of the available space-bandwidth of
the detector; thus, higher spatial frequency components of the
object information might be lost [16], and, hence, from an im-
aging point of view, the lateral resolution of the reconstructed
image is decreased. In an in-line configuration, the interference
angle is set to 0 deg. The reconstruction of this hologram results
from the superimposition of the real image with the DC term
and the virtual image. Indeed, an in-line configuration is more
accurate than the off-axis counterpart is. However, many
images are required to eliminate the DC term and the virtual
components. For example, Yamaguchi and Zhang applied the
phase-shifting technique, which needs at least three in-line
digital holograms to reconstruct the object wave [18]. Gabor
holography, trough iterative algorithms, presents an alternative
to attain the object wave. Depending on the application, a va-
riety of different constraints can be introduced, although it is
not possible, in general, to find a method that guarantees con-
vergence to the true solution [19]. It often happens that the
algorithm gets “trapped” in local error-minima and ends up
with an imprecise approximation of the original object.
Zang et al. described an in-line reconstruction method using
two axially displaced intensity measurements and verified it
with numerical simulations using amplitude objects [20]. In
this method, a weak object beam is assumed to remove the
zero-order image; meanwhile, the twin image is eliminated
by an algebraic manipulation in the Fourier domain. This
assumption requires that the object wave should be weak in
comparison to the reference, making it sensitive to noise as
Situ et al. mentioned [21]. As an alternative to eliminate the
zero-order image, Situ proposed a π-shifting in the reference
phase. However, the scheme still requires four recorded holo-
grams for reconstruction purposes with two steps (0 and π) of
phase-shifting in the reference beam. Thus, from the point of
view of the number of measurements, the method does not
provide much advantage for classical phase-shifting methods
as Das et al. commented [22]. In 2010, Ryle et al. used a
dual-wavelength in-line configuration that satisfied Fresnel
equivalency between the wavelength and the reconstruction
distance and the Laplacian approximation, but they present re-
sults over amplitude objects only [23]. Recently, Das et al. [22]
presented an extension of this method for both amplitude and
phase object information, whereas Wang et al. [24] used a
liquid crystal modulator to perform the double plane approach
at 0.05 mm from other recording planes. To suppress the zero-
order diffracted wave, while keeping the object and the refer-
ence beam amplitudes comparable, they performed the method
of subtraction of average intensity of the entire hologram (SAI).
The twin image is eliminated by an algebraic manipulation in
the Fourier domain. In these dual-plane methods, commented
on above, a plane wave and on-axis configuration should be
required. The better method to suppress the DC term is that
presented by Situ et al. [21], where a phase-shifting dual-plane
(PSDP) in the reference beam is performed. This is because the
subtracted term is precisely the object diffraction distribution.

In this paper, we extend the dual-plane in-line DH concept,
showing its feasibility to perform at a slightly off-axis scheme

for first time, to the best of our knowledge. To suppress the
zero-order diffracted wave, we employ 0 and π of phase-shifting
in the reference beam; this is the PSDP. Numerical and exper-
imental evaluations show that the PSDP method delivers results
that are more accurate than SAI and weak object beam methods,
not only in amplitude distribution but also in phase distribution.
A single cube beam-splitter (SCBS) is used for recording the
shifted digital holograms at each plane. With this interferometer,
only two records are necessary to avoid environment fluctua-
tions, calibration errors in phase-shifting, and system fluctua-
tions. The theoretical evaluation, computer simulation, and
experimental results validate our proposal. The results are ob-
tained using a phase-amplitude object and are compared with
the well-known phase-shifting DH technique. As we know, this
configuration with this interferometer has not been used in DH,
as we present in this paper. Additionally, it is worth noting that
only dual-plane DH has been used in the in-line configuration,
but we extend the dual-plane DHmethod to the slightly off-axis
scheme. This gives us some degree for the misalignment of the
optical setup and the possibility to use SCBS. We believed that
this proposal would be useful in DH microscopic. This method
can be applied in electron holography (EH) in order to get a
larger zone of overlap width, lower interference fringe spacing,
and good contrast of the interferometric fringes.

2. METHOD

The principle is outlined in Fig. 1. The optical setup is based on
a Gates’ interferometer configuration [25], whose basic compo-
nents are a laser beam source and a commercial non-polarizing
cube beam splitter (BS) 50T–50R. As depicted in Fig. 1(b),
two π-shifted interference patterns are obtained simultaneously,
where one of them is the reflection of the other and vice versa.

This BS is composed of two right angle prisms cemented
together by their large faces; one of the prisms’ faces is precisely
deposited on the thin film that generates the beam splitting [see
Fig. 2(a)]. Phase shifts are induced according to the theory in-
volved with Fresnel equations for wavefront reflections and

Fig. 1. Single cube interferometer; (a) zoom into target and (b) two
π–shifted holograms next to each other.
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transmissions through dielectric media. A π-phase-shift is gen-
erated when the wave is reflected from a low to a high refractive
index media. If the thin film is dielectric and its refractive index
has a value nf between ns, the refractive index for the glass, and
nc , the corresponding for the adhesive, then a π-phase-shift is
induced at the output of the interferometer [see Fig. 2(a)] [26].
The beam from the laser source is expanded and collimated in
order to attain a unit plane wave. As shown in Fig. 1, the ex-
panded and collimated laser beam is impinged on the edge of
the splitter cube parallel to the junction of the prisms that are
symmetrically illuminated. In order to differentiate the portion
of the beam impinging on each prism, black and red lines [ray
traces in Fig. 2(b)] are drawn in the interferometric schema.
Once the first refraction takes place with no phase changes in-
duced, the beam is split into two contributions, reflection and

transmission, respectively. When the beam leaves the cube, the
refraction happens again. The same phenomenon takes place in
the other side (black line) with a phase change. At the output of
each prism there are two interference patterns π-shifted to each
other, whose fringe pattern frequency can be increased (off-axis
configuration) by turning (twist) the BS cube [depicted in
Fig. 2(b)]. The waves related in this interference are called
the reference R and the object O. In addition, to get the so-
called slightly off-axis geometry, an α angle, close to zero, must
be considered [see Fig. 2(c)]. By rotating the BS at this angle,
the portion of the transmitted laser beam comes out without
deviation. Meanwhile, the reflected portion tilts 2α in such a
way that the resulting fringe spacing reduces to D �
λ∕4 sin�α∕2� with λ as the wavelength. With this a SCBS is
not possible to build an in-line schema due to the optical qual-
ity of the cube BS surfaces, typically between λ∕4 and λ∕10,
corresponding a distortion the wavefront of between λ and λ∕4,
respectively (provided by manufacturer) [27]. An imperfect
parallelism of the cube, which implies the beam deviation
and, consequently, the slightly off-axis configuration, is de-
picted in Fig. 2(c). However, our proposal is independent of
this limitation by allowing the performance of the dual-plane
method with the same SCBS.

A CCD sensor first records the two interference patterns at a
distance z from the object plane. These two patterns can be
written as

H 1�x1; y1; z;ϕ� � jR1j2 � jO1j2 � R�
1O1 � R1O�

1 ; (1)

H 1�x1; y1; z;ϕ� π� � jR1j2 � jO1j2 − R�
1O1 − R1O�

1 ; (2)

where the first two elements on the right hand side of Eqs. (1)
and (2) are DC terms, and the last ones represent the real and the
virtual images, respectively. In Eqs. (1) and (2), the symbol �
denotes complex conjugated, ϕ is the phase term, R1 �
R � exp�ik�kx � ky � ϕ��, and R1 � R � exp�ik�kx � ky �
ϕ� π��. Here, kx and ky are components of wave vector k,
and k � 2π∕λ is the wave number.

Then, after an arithmetic operation between Eqs. (1) and
(2), one has a pattern free of the DC term:

HF1�x1; y1; z� �
�
H 1�x1; y1; z;ϕ� −H 1�x1; y1; z;ϕ� π�

2

�

� R�
1O1 � R1O�

1 : (3)

Once again, we take a record of two additional patterns at a
distance z � Δz from the object plane, and, with the same
arithmetic, we obtain one more pattern free of the DC term:

HF2�x2; y2; z � Δz�

�
�
H 2�x2; y2; z � Δz;ϕ� −H 2�x2; y2; z � Δz;ϕ� π�

2

�

� R�
2O2 � R2O�

2 : (4)

Equations (3) and (4) show that not only a phase shift but
also slightly off-axis scheme can be implemented.

The diffraction patterns of the object O�x0; y0�, O1�x; y; z�,
and O2�x; y; z � Δz� in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, can be
expressed by using the paraxial approximation of the
Kirchhoff–Fresnel propagation [28,29]. Such expressions
correspond to

Fig. 2. (a) Single cube beam splitter, (b) top view of ray tracing for
the interferometric configuration used in this work showing the effect
of the cube beam-splitter rotation, and (c) lateral and front views of ray
tracing for the interferometric configuration used in this work showing
the effect of the imperfect parallelism cube beam splitter.
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Oi�xi; yi; zi� � LfO�x0; y0�; zig
� O�x0; y0� ⊗ h�x0; y0; xi; yi; zi�; (5)

where ⊗ is the convolution operator, and

h�x0; y0; xi; yi; zi� �
exp� jkzi �

jλzi
exp

�
jk��xi − x0�2 � �yi − y0�2�

2zi

�

(6)

is the impulse response function. zi is the distance from the
image plane, and LfO�x0; y0�; zig stands for the Fresnel free
space propagation operator over the corresponding distance
z and Δz. Thus, by considering the operations,

ψ1�x1; y1� � RD �HF1�x1; y1; z1� � jRj2O1 � R2O�
1 ;

ψ2�x2; y2� � RD �HF2�x2; y2; z2� � jRj2O2 � R2O�
2 : (7)

We obtain the relations

R2O�
1�x1; y1� � LfR2O�

2�x2; y2�;Δzg; (8)

jRj2O2�x2; y2� � LfjRj2O1�x1; y1�;Δzg; (9)

and

Δψ�x1; y1� � ψ1�x1; y1� − Lfψ2�x2; y2�;Δzg
� jRj2O1�x1; y1� � R2O�

1�x1; y1�
− LfjRj2O2�x2; y2�;Δzg − LfR2O�

2�x2; y2�;Δzg:
(10)

According to the relations in Eqs. (9) and (10), we have

Δψ�x1; y1� � jRj2O1�x1; y1� − LfjRj2O1�x1; y1�; 2Δzg:
(11)

If R is a unit phasor with a zero phase term (plane wave),
then the Fourier transform of Δψ in Eq. (11) implies that

ΔΨ�f x ; f y� � Ω1�f x; f y��1 − Γff x; f y; 2Δzg�;

Ω1�f x ; f y� �
ΔΨ�f x; f y�

�1 − Γff x ; f y; 2Δzg�
;

Γ�f x ; f y; zi� � exp�jzik� exp�−jπziλ��f x�2 � �f y�2��; (12)

where Γff x ; f y; zig is the free space transfer function over the
distance of zi, and Ω1�f x; f y� is the Fourier transform of the
object O1�x�1; y1. Therefore, the object wave corresponds to

O�x0; y0� � I−1

�Ω1�f x ; f y�
Γff x ; f y; zg

�
; (13)

where I	1 denotes the direct or inverse continuous Fourier
transform.

In the following section, we are going to show with a com-
puter simulation that our dual-plane method can be performed
in a slightly off-axis configuration and, as we previously com-
mented, is not restricted to be performed only as an in-line
configuration.

The motivation for using the slightly off-axis scheme is prin-
cipally because the commercial BS in the SCBS setup presents
some misalignment. In that situation with the proposal, the
SCBS is not restricted to having a perfect BS. However, we
can obtain two π-shifted holograms, each at the exit of a

SCBS in one shot. In addition, SCBS is an interferometer that
reduces external vibrations and environment fluctuations, as
temperature that avoids errors in phase-shifting. It has a simple
implementation and a smaller optical setup.

With this method, no on-line schema or object movement is
required. Accuracy of the method lies in how close the reference
beam is to a plane wave [21,23]. We use the PSDP method to
eliminate the DC term. In the next sections, we are going to
explain in more detail the implications of the method.

3. SIMULATIONS

The computational simulations presented in this section are
meant to test the proposed method. The first restriction of
the method lies in the fact that Δz should be close to 0.1
or 0.05 mm in order to avoid numerical errors [21,24] intro-
duced by the factor

1 − Γff x ; f y; 2Δzg (14)

in Eq. (12). For the case where RefΓff x; f y; 2Δzgg � 1, and
ImfΓff x; f y; 2Δzgg � 0, the term in Eq. (14) yields zero,
then the objectO�x0; y0� results are undefined. So, it is numeri-
cally required that

�1 − Γff x; f y; 2Δzg� ≠ 0; (15)

or, equivalently, that

k2Δz − πλ2Δz�f 2
x � f 2

y � ≠ 2βπ (16)

for all possible integers β. Now, Eq. (16) implies

Δz ≠
βλ

2 − λ2�f 2
x � f 2

y �
; (17)

which in discrete form is

Δz ≠
βλMN δ2

2MN δ2 − λ2�m2 � n2� : (18)

Here, M and N are the total number of pixels in the row
and column directions, respectively, where and m and n are
integers (−M∕2 < m, n > N∕2). We set M � N � 2048,
and a CCD pixel pitch � 6.7 μm, respectively, and δ � Δξ �
Δη are the sampling intervals at the observation plane of the
camera. We have run a simulation to check the Δz values given
by Eq. (18). A change in β implies a variation ofΔz on its merit
figures. Lower integer values of β increase merit figures of the
Δz difference. According to Das et al. [22], if we take β � 410,
and λ � 632.8 nm, Δz varies from 0.10922 to 0.10994 mm.
Alternatively, if β � 409, then Δz varies from 0.10896 to
0.10967 mm. As mentioned by Panezai et al. [24], if Δz is
equal to an integer multiple of λ, the phase at these two planes
would theoretically have the same distribution.

To test the proposed method, we use two synthetic complex
objects in order to cover the most possibilities of real world
objects. The first one consists of three horizontal bars and three
vertical bars with a 100% of transmittance in the substrate.
This object simulates static discontinuous surfaces samples.
The transmission of each bar is of 100%, and the thickness
film corresponds to a phase of 0.7π rad with a 60% transmis-
sion [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. On the other hand, the film reduces
the illumination power transmission 40%. The second one
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consists of a semi-spherical surface deposited in a glass sub-
strate. This object simulates static soft continuous surfaces sam-
ples. The size of these objects are 1200 × 1200 pixels; the
distance between the object under test and the CCD plane
is z � 84 mm. We assumed the working wavelength as
λ � 633 nm (red laser) and a CCD pixel pitch of 6.7 μm
(for both, row and column directions).

The recorded object wavefronts were calculated by assuming
that the input plane wave is sequentially modulated (in ampli-
tude and phase) by the complex image and propagated along a
distance z � 84 mm. The resulting wavefronts were then in-
terfered with a plane reference wave of unit amplitude at the
camera plane with α � 200 μrad in the x and y directions, as
Fig. 1 depicts. The holograms were generated according to
Eqs. (1) and (2). In the first row of Fig. 4, the holograms
of the first object are shown, where (a) and (b) correspond

to the shifts 0 and π rad, respectively. These holograms were
recorded at the specified distance z. Additional holograms were
generated at z � Δz with the same shifts, an order of 0 for (c)
and π rad for (d). From these four holograms, the proposed
method is implemented by using Eqs. (3) and (13). In order
to compare the PSDP and SAI with this slightly off-axis con-
figuration, we perform the SAI with two holograms [Figs. 4(a)
and 4(c)]. Note that the PSDP and SAI methods remove the
DC term. In the second row of Fig. 4, object reconstructions
with SAI and PSDP are depicted, where (e) and (g) refer to
amplitude distribution, while (f ) and (h) correspond to phase
distribution, respectively. Figure 4(i) shows an amplitude pro-
file comparison taken along the dashed line in the amplitudes of
Figs. 4(e), 4(g), and 3(a). Figure 4(j) shows a phase profile com-
parison taken along the dashed line in the phases of Figs. 4(f ),
4(h), and 3(b). This first simulation result shows that PSDP
removes the DC term in a better way than SAI in this off-axis
scheme. This observation is present not only in phase distribu-
tion but also in the amplitude distribution.

A second simulation test with a soft surface object was per-
forming. In the first row of Fig. 5, we present the generated
holograms of the second object, where Fig. 5(a) is 0 rad shifted,
and Fig. 5(b) is π rad shifted. These holograms were recorded at
a distance of z. Additional holograms were recorded at z � Δz
with the same shifting order; Fig. 5(c) is 0 rad shifted, and
Fig. 5(d) is π rad shifted. Once we have the four holograms,
we implement the proposed method; this is from Eqs. (3)–(13).
In order to compare the PSDP and SAI with this slightly off-
axis configuration, we perform the SAI with two holograms
[Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)]. Note that PSDP and SAI methods remove
the DC term. In the second row of the Fig. 5 we show the
reconstructions of the object, where Figs. 5(e) and 5(g)
show the reconstructed amplitude distribution, and Figs 5(f )
and 5(h) show the reconstructed phase distribution for the

Fig. 3. Objects used in the numerical simulation. (a) Amplitude of
a static discontinuous object. (b) Wrapped phase term of the men-
tioned discontinuous object. (c) Amplitude of a static continuous ob-
ject. (d) Wrapped phase term of the mentioned continuous object.

Fig. 4. Simulated amplitude–phase reconstruction of a discontinuous object. (a) and (b) The holograms at distance z � 84 mm from the object,
zero, and π-shifted, respectively. (c) and (d) The holograms at distance z � 84.1 mm from the object, zero, and π–shifted, respectively. (e) and
(f ) Amplitude and wrapped phase correspondingly derived from the PSDP method. (g) and (h) Amplitude and wrapped phase correspondingly
derived from SAI method. (i) Normalized amplitudes along the direction of the dashed line shown in sub-figures (e)–(h) and Fig. 3. (j) Wrapped
phase profiles along the aforementioned direction.
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PSDP and SAI methods, respectively. Figure 5(i) shows an
amplitude profile comparison taken along the dashed line in
the reconstructed amplitudes of Figs. 5(e), 5(g), and 3(c).
Figure 5(j) shows a phase profile comparison taken along
the dashed line in the reconstructed phases of Figs. 5(f ), 5(h),
and 3(d). The same behavior in this second test is present as it
in the first one. This second simulation result shows that PSDP
removes the DC term in a better way than SAI in this off-axis
scheme. This observation is present not only in phase distri-
bution but also in the amplitude distribution. This result con-
firms that the better method to remove the DC term of Eqs. (1)
and (2) is PSDP in the slightly off-axis scheme.

4. RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results of the
recorded holograms for testing the PSDP proposal with two
experiments. In the first one, we used the optical setup shown
in Fig. 6 to demonstrate the experimental validation of the pro-
posed PSDP method compared with the well-known standard
four-step phase-shifting DH (PSDH) as in Ref. [18] and the
SAI method in terms of quantitative accuracy. With this optical
setup, all three methods could be straightforwardly tested. In
the second experimental test, we used the optical setup shown
in Fig. 1 to present the SCBS as an alternative to perform the
proposal in two shots. We use a wing bee as the object to be
analyzed, and a He–Ne laser (λ � 632.8 nm) as the illumina-
tion source for both experiments. All of the zones of interest are
clearly depicted and defined in text and images.

In the first test, two π-shifted holograms were recorded
at 77.3 mm from the object [Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. Another
two π-shifted holograms were recorded at 77.4 mm with re-
spect to the object [Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)]. So, these recordings
imply Δz � 0.1 mm. In our experiments, a black and white

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera
(8 bits-PixelinkTM PL-B776F) with 1280 × 1024 pixels and a
square pixel size of 6.7 μm was used. This camera was coupled
on an xyz-displacement platform with 10 μm of manual res-
olution in all directions. The mirror M2 was mounted on a
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to implement the phase-shifting
technique.

Figure 8, where each sub-figure column represents a differ-
ent method, summarizes the first experimental results. Every
column represents a different method in the image matrix.
Figures 8(a) and 8(d) depict the amplitude and phase distribu-
tions, respectively, of the reconstructed object with the PSDH
method in the slightly off-axis configuration. Figures 8(b) and
8(e) depict the amplitude and phase distributions, respectively,
of the reconstructed object with the PSDP method in the
slightly off-axis configuration. Figures 8(c) and 8(f ) depict
the amplitude and phase distributions, respectively, of the
reconstructed object with the SAI method in the slightly
off-axis scheme. The third row of Fig. 8 contains the modulus
of the amplitude difference between the PSDP and SAI meth-
ods versus the PSDH method, respectively. Taking the PSDH
method results as a reference (first column), one can note a clear
quality difference between the results of the PSDP and SAI
methods. Clearly, the PSDP proposal performs best, delivering
a complex field that appears almost indistinguishable from the
PSDH. The approach using the SAI method, as expected from
the previous simulations, returns poor results in quantitative
accuracy. The harmonic noise in the PSDP estimations is a con-
sequence of a non-plane reference wave and fringe density.
Moreover, simulations with high fringe density offer similar re-
sults. On the other hand, a comparison between phase profiles,
along a transversal section (dashed line at the middle row) of the
bee wing image is performed in Figs. 8(i) and 8(j). It can be
seen that the quantitative experimental result of the proposed

Fig. 5. Simulated amplitude–phase reconstruction of a continuous object. (a) and (b) The holograms at distance z � 84 mm from the object,
zero, and π-shifted, respectively. (c) and (d) The holograms at distance z � 84.1 mm from the object, zero, and π–shifted, respectively. (e) and
(f ) Amplitude and phase correspondingly derived from the PSDP method. (g) and (h) Amplitude and phase correspondingly derived from the SAI
method. (i) Normalized amplitudes along the direction of the dashed line shown in sub-figures (e) and (h) and Fig. 3. (j) Phase profiles along the
aforementioned direction.
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method (PSDP) is in agreement with the standard four-step
PSDH result. The slight difference between profiles can be
attributed to the phase noise due to the aforementioned fringe
density. In addition, a non-plane wave reference [23], laser co-
herent noise [15], and miscalibration of the PZT encourage this
difference in the comparison. Root mean square errors with
respect to the PSDH method are provided at the left hand side
of items (i) and (j) in Fig. 8. As can be seen, PSDP offers the
best result (RMSE � 0.44 rad) at about λ∕14. Although, in
this example, the success of the PSDP method seems to be de-
terminant; we need to characterize our method by considering
more experimental tests.

In the second test, as we mentioned above, we used the op-
tical setup shown in Fig. 1 to present the SCBS as an alternative
to perform the proposal in two shots. We record two holograms
at a distance of 10.7 mm from the object to the recording plane.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup to perform the PSDP, SAI, and PSDH
methods, where SF is a spatial filter and BS is a beam splitter.

Fig. 7. (a) and (b) Digital holograms π–shifted from each other,
recorded at a reconstruction distance of z, and (c) and (d) digital holo-
grams π–shifted from each other, recorded at a reconstruction distance
of z � Δz.

Fig. 8. Experimental comparison of different methods for ampli-
tude and phase holographic reconstructions. The object under inves-
tigation is a bee wing. First image column: (a) amplitude and (d) phase
reconstruction with the PSDH method that was the reference. Second
column: (b) amplitude and (e) phase reconstruction with the PSDP
method. Third column: (c) amplitude and (f ) phase reconstruction
with the SAI method. The third row shows the difference between
the PSDH amplitude distribution and (g) PSDP and (h) SAI. The
graphs in the fourth row present a comparison between the recon-
structed phase distributions.

Fig. 9. Digital holograms recorded at (a) the z plane and (b) the
z � Δz plane. (c) Reconstructed amplitude and (d) wrapped phase
images of the sample by using our proposal with SCBS.
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With only one shot, we get these holograms π–shifted from
each other, as shown Fig. 9(a). A second couple of holograms
were recorded at a distance of 10.8 mm from the object to the
recording plane; this is depicted in Fig. 9(b). We use a Pixelink
CMOS digital camera PL-B781 F. of 3000 × 2208 pixel with a
3.5 μm × 3.5 μm size. Parasitic internal interferences in the
SCBS appear. In the interference fringe pattern of Figs. 9(a)
and 9(b), one can note this interference because is not a soft
curved fringe, it is a slightly wavy fringe. These parasitic inter-
ferences can be reduced by using a low coherence illumination
source. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the amplitude and phase
reconstructions, respectively, of the object with the PSDP
method in a slightly off-axis configuration. One can note that
the quality of the reconstructed distributions is similar to those
shown in the preview test. This evaluation suggests that the
SCBS is a good alternative to perform the PSDP approach.
Some advantages of this SCBS are that only two shots are
necessary to perform the proposal. In addition, as SCBS is a
compact and monolithic interferometer, insensitivity to exter-
nal vibrations and environment fluctuations avoids errors in
phase-shifting. It is a simple implementation and a smaller
optical setup. Our proposal could be applied to monitoring
microscopic objects, such as living cells, or alternatively in
investigations of non-transparent objects by reflection configu-
rations, as those presented by Asundi et al. in Ref. [30].

5. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate a method that significantly improves phase
and amplitude distributions in DH based on a dual-plane in-
tensity measurement. The dual-plane method in DH has been
performed as an in-line configuration since Zang et al. pre-
sented it in 2004 [20]. Here, we present that this method also
can be performed in a slightly off-axis configuration. The arith-
metic procedure, numerical simulations, and experimental re-
sults prove the approach and show high accuracy that can be
comparable with PSDH. We applied 0 and π phase-shifting in
the reference beam to suppress the twin-image and zero-order
diffracted wave. A SCBS interferometer is presented to exper-
imentally get the recording of two π-shifted holograms at not
only different planes but also when slightly off-axis. The mo-
tivation in considering a slightly off-axis schema is principally
because a commercial BS in the SCBS presents some misalign-
ment. In such a situation, our proposal is not restricted to work-
ing with a perfect BS. However, we can obtain two π-shifted
holograms, each at the exit of a SCBS in one shot. In addition,
as SCBS is a compact and monolithic interferometer, insensi-
tivity to external vibrations and environmental fluctuations
avoids errors in phase-shifting and can automatically compen-
sate phase aberrations. Considering the simplicity and the
robustness of this proposal, it represents a valuable tool in many
applications. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the
twin image and the DC term are completely removed. This
method can be applied in EH in order to get a larger zone
of overlap width, lower interference fringe spacing, and a good
contrast of the interferometric fringes. In addition, the
optical setup can be miniaturized for designing a holographic
endoscope.
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